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My Castle In The Air.

Words by
P.G. WODEHOUSE.

Moderato grazioso.

Music by
JEROME KERN.

Piano.

I've a wondrous castle that I've never lived in
Every thing is perfect that you'll find there when you,

yet,

Built so many years ago in
Just beyond the milky way and

days that I forget.

It has no stone
where the moon-beams grow.

No one ever
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battlements and great big wooden beams. Its worries there, for everything goes right. The

walls and its bars are the dust of the stars, And its gate the gate of dreams. 
sky's al-ways blue and no lover's un-true, And your life's one long de-light.

Refrain. (Not fast.)

Come out there for a vis- it, I've lots of room for

friends. And if you ask where is it? It's where the rain-bow
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ends. It's somewhere there in Fairyland, where there's never cloud or care. We'll have joy and laughter, mirth and song, and we'll all be happy as the day is long. In the shelter of my castle, of my castle in the air. Come air.
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Sometime You'll Remember.

Words by RAYMOND WALLACE.

Music by MAURICE L. HEAD.

Moderato con molto espressione.

Piano.

Golden shadows falling

O'er the fields of May,
Bring back tender memories

of a by-gone day
The day we had to part.
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